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WWII  Was An E.T. Battle Fought Through Humans,
According to Retired U. S. Navy Engineer

© 2016 by Linda Moulton Howe

“These intel operatives said that Hitler and the S. S. made agreements
with Reptilian extraterrestrials to give the S.S. secret information of extraterrestrial

vehicles, their propulsion, their controls, their operation and everything needed
to build those UFOs and put them into production.”

- William M. Tompkins, retired aerospace engineer and author,
Selected by Extraterrestrials: My life in the top secret world of UFOs, think-tanks

and Nordic secretaries” © Dec. 2015, edited by Robert M. Wood, Ph.D.

Die Glocke RFZ (RundFlugZeug, or Round Aircraft) series from 1934-41.
As war had started in 1939 the RFZ-5 became the Haunebu I (photographed above)

and by 1941 the RFZ-7 had become the Vril 1.

Evolution of RFZ aerial craft leading up to
the RFZ-7, also known as the Vril 1.

Vril images source: http://discaircraft.greyfalcon.us/HAUNEBU.htm

Prologue
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Vril: The Power of the Coming Race © 1871
by Edward Bulwer-Lytton.

Vril: The Power of the Coming Race was originally published anonymously in late 1871 by
U. K. author and conservative politician Edward Bulwer-Lytton.

Edward Bulwer-Lytton was born on May 25, 1803,
to General William Earle Bulwer in Norfolk, England, and died

right before his 70th birthday on January 18, 1873. He was buried in
Westminster Abbey. Six years before in 1867, the English Rosicrucian society

was founded and claimed Bulwer-Lytton as their Grand Patron because of his books,
including the 1842 book Zanoni about “the true origins and tenets of the singular sect

known by the name of Rosicrucians” that Bulwer-Lytton said emerged
from a mysterious manuscript he received in an encrypted cipher.

Bulwer-Lytton's decision to publish his Vril book anonymously, given his popular success
with books, implied that he was writing about information he thought would shock the
British and other humans, so he allowed the book to be described as a “science fiction
novel.” However, theosophists such as Helena Blavatsky and Rudolf Steiner related to the
book as facts about the secret existence of an advanced Vril Society underground on Earth,
which Adolph Hitler would embrace and collaborate with in his German leader efforts to
control Earth, eliminate the Hebrews and dominate the world with blond, blue-eyed,
superior Aryan Nordics.

The source of those Nordics is what Bulwer-Lytton's book is about. From his anonymous
writing position, he describes a subterranean, post-flood world on Earth occupied by beings
who are telepathic, fair-skinned blonds with blue eyes “like angels,” who call themselves
“Vril-ya.” The combination of their telepathic minds with the powerful energy source
called “Vril” gives the inner-Earth beings the power to remain youthful and heal or destroy
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with their minds and advanced technologies, powers allegedly denied to surface Earth
dwelling humans. About Vril, Lytton wrote: “I should call it electricity, except that it
comprehends in its manifold branches other forces of nature, to which in our scientific
nomenclature, differing names are assigned, such as magnetism, galvanism, etc. ...”

The retired 93-year-old Naval engineer interviewed in this Earthfiles report, says during
World War II he learned that actual star wars are going on in the Milky Way galaxy
between different intelligences, who battle with each other over territories and genetic
creations by manipulating gravity, time and minds. In his account, Hitler and the Nazi S.S.
of the second world war conspired with Vril-ya types to take over the world and enslave
certain human populations to do work for them.

Bulwer-Lytton warned in his originally anonymous book that the Vril-ya would eventually
run out of habitable caverns underground on Earth and would have to claim Earth surfaces,
destroying humankind in the process, if necessary.

Allegedly, the Vril force could neutralize gravity and was the key to building Vril craft and
large interstellar spacecraft that could go to alleged habitable planets orbiting other Milky
Way galaxy stars. According to 1930s-1940s psychic mediums, the Vril-ya originated from
an old star they called Aldebaran where millions of years ago, an Aldebaran civilization
had “Vril energy” for its advanced technologies that could both sustain or destroy life and
enabled interstellar space travel.

Aldebaran, also known as the binary star system Alpha Tauri A and B, in the North America
in night sky between Orion's belt stars and the Pleiades, 65 light-years from Earth.
Each of the binary stars might have one or more planets. Source: Starrynight.com.

Aldebaran, or Alpha Tauri, is a binary star system about 65 light-years from Earth. There is
an orange-red giant star that Earth astronomers report has about 50% more mass than our
yellow Sun, but emits 425 times our Sun's luminosity because it is 44 times greater in
diameter than our Sun. In 1997, astronomers announced the discovery of a giant planet
orbiting that giant star.

Alpha Tauri B is a red sequence dwarf star with about 15% of our Sun's mass. There might
be an Earth-like planet with liquid water orbiting around Star B.

According to the psychic mediums, because environmental conditions deteriorated on the
inhabited planets of that old, red binary star system, there was an exodus to find new
planets and the Vril-ya ended up in large underground Earth caverns under Antarctica and
other parts of this world. But their co-habitation of Earth has been kept a Big Secret from
the evolving surface populations of various Homo sapiens — except for small, elite groups
such as the Rosecrucians, Masons and Bilderbergers.

Download
A Free
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30-Day Free
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Download The
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See: Further Vril Disc Background from “Anonymous Kewper Stein”
to Linda Moulton Howe in 1998.

Interview

May 27, 2016 San Diego, California - I have known aerospace engineer Robert Wood,
Ph.D., since the early 1990s after he retired from McDonnell Douglas Corp. That’s when
he, Stanton Friedman, I and others were sharing and analyzing leaked documents about the
U. S. government’s knowledge during and after World War II about the glowing Foo
fighters that chased jets and the silver aerial discs that could move miles in seconds, make
90-degree turns and stop in mid-air motionless without sound.

Those were NOT human technologies and according to documents and whistleblowers,
FDR knew it.  Secretary of War George Marshall knew it.  Winston Churchill knew it.
Eisenhower knew it. And so did President Harry Truman. In 1947 after the several UFO
crashes in Roswell and other New Mexico sites, President Truman appointed twelve
military, science and business minds as MAJESTIC-12 advisors to study and report to his
administration about the confusing alien presence. Confusing because no one could
understand Who? or What? exactly was behind the global phenomena.  What really was
behind Hitler and the S. S.?  Who? or what? really helped the Allies?

Six months ago in December 2015, an important whistleblower book edited by Dr. Wood
and written in collaboration with retired Naval engineer William Mills Tompkins, was
released. The title is: Selected By Extraterrestrials: My life in the top secret world of UFOs,
think-tanks and Nordic secretaries. See More Information below.

Bill Tompkins was born in Southern California on May 30, 1923, with a rare photographic
mind ability to look at most anything and then be able to reproduce it down to the finest
detail in sketches or models. When he was 9 years old in 1932, his father took him to tour
the anchored aircraft carriers, battleships, cruisers and destroyers in Long Beach. He could
remember all the details in his photographic mind and began to make scale models for fun.

By age 17 in the early spring of 1941, Bill’s father had organized an exhibit of his teenage
son’s ship models at a Hollywood department store. Bill’s details were so accurate — and
some even Top Secret — that Navy authorities interrogated both father and son and
demanded the precise models be taken out of the store. But one U. S. Naval Intelligence
Officer realized that young Bill Tompkins’s photographic memory could help the Navy’s
technical challenges.
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Evening Outlook, March 26, 1941. William Mills Tompkins, age 17, shows his detailed
ship models to Navy Captain H. C. Gearing, Commandant of the 11th Naval District,

in San Diego, California. At first the Navy was concerned about the accuracy of Top Secret
details that teenage Bill Tompkins retained in his photographic memory and reproduced

in his fifty-one different ship models. But naval authorities also understood that talent could
be a great help in engineering challenges.

So in early 1942, Bill was inducted into the U. S. Navy, went to boot camp in San Diego
and then was assigned to naval intelligence on advanced technology projects. He received
his mission statement was, “To undertake upon his own initiative, or at the request of any
bureau or office of the Naval Air Forces, studies of specific instrumentalities and
techniques for the purpose of outlining research projects.”

U. S. Navy Engineering Included
Study of “Extraterrestrial Objects”

Bill Tompkins soon learned that he would be asked to reproduce complex extraterrestrial
objects that various corporate Navy contractors had learned about through intelligence
operatives that included Nazi S.S. manufacturing of anti-gravity spacecraft. Tompkins also
learned that behind Hitler and the S. S. were two different species of reptilian humanoids
— including “Dracos” from the Draco constellation about 12 light-years from Earth and
known as a satellite of our own Milky Way galaxy.
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PGC 39058, a dwarf galaxy found within the Draco constellation
12 light-years from Earth and known as a satellite of our own Milky Way galaxy.

Image by ESA/Hubble and NASA.

Adolph Hitler and S.S. Manipulated by
Humanoid Reptilians and Nordics

According to Tompkins, Navy intelligence learned that humanoid reptilians from the Draco
constellation were manipulating Hitler to annihilate the Hebrews on Earth and populate the
whole planet with blond, blue-eyed Nordics that were another type of extraterrestrial under
the control of the Dracos. Bill Tompkins and his Naval superiors were very confused by the
idea that hostile Reptiles and beautiful Blond humanoids were working together to take
over planet Earth. Adding to their confusion were other beautiful Nordic humanoids that
helped the allies defeat Hitler. That complex and insidious chess game haunted everyone.

Bill Tompkins will be 93-years-old on May 30, 2016. Before he decided to do a book about
his extraordinary life, he called Admiral Hugh Webster, Navy League Corporate Director
in Washington, D. C. and San Diego, California. Bill Tompkins says they talked frankly.
The subject was “extraterrestrial threats to our planet Earth — and after Admiral Webster
read portions of my draft manuscript and backup technical documentation, I asked him,
‘How much of this can I include in a published book?’ Admiral Webster said, ‘Bill, TELL
IT ALL. This is most important to our country. Don’t leave anything out.”  

U. S. Navy Admiral Larry Marsh on right talking with Navy engineer William Mills Tompkins.
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Everything included flying all over the United States in the 1940s to secret sites at
Lockheed, Northrup, Douglas, other aerospace companies and top universities that were
doing secret work for the United States Navy.

Interview:

William Mills Tompkins, retired aerospace engineer and author,
Selected by Extraterrestrials: My life in the top secret world of UFOs, think-tanks
and Nordic secretaries” © Dec. 2015; edited by Robert M. Wood, Ph.D.: “These (intel)
operatives said that Hitler and the S. S. made agreements with Reptilian extraterrestrials to
where the Reptilians were to give the S.S. secret information of extraterrestrial vehicles,
their propulsion, their controls, their operation and everything needed to build those
(UFOs) and put them into production.

This was to be used for the Aryan-German S.S. organizations to essentially remove all of
the Jewish people on the planet and any organization that would be in opposition to the
Germans taking over the planet (Earth) — every country on the planet — and they make
these people into slaves supporting their programs, building hundreds and hundreds of 
German Naval battle groups, which would then be supported by kilometer-long spacecraft
carriers and all types of spacecraft that would support Germany’s Naval battle groups out
in space in conjunction with the Reptilian Naval battle groups supporting them. And they
would do the same thing to other stars in our region.

SIR, IT WAS MY UNDERSTANDING THAT WHAT HITLER WAS OBSESSED BY
WAS TO HAVE THE ARYAN BLONDS TAKE OVER AND DOMINATE THE WORLD
AND EXTERMINATE THE HEBREWS. ARE THE REPTILIANS THAT HITLER WAS
WORKING WITH TALL BLONDS WITH VERTICAL PUPILS IN THEIR EYES?

No, they were exactly the same as Nordic people here on the planet. What is strange and
what is hard to accept is that while I was Engineering Section Chief at Douglas, I had a
Nordic blond girl with blue eyes as my secretary for almost three years on the Apollo
program.

WERE YOU GETTING THE DESIGNS TELEPATHICALLY FROM THE BLOND
EXTRATERRESTRIAL SECRETARIES?

I got much of the information from them. Their purpose here was to make certain that we
developed the Apollo program, which has a different mission than what was released.”

Bill Tompkins said that his blond, blue-eyed secretary for almost three years in his Apollo
mission work “was almost identical to this photo,” included in his book and published
often since World War II as Maria Orzic. In Vril histories on the internet, she is identified
as a Vril telepathic medium, who received some transmissions in ancient Sumerian that
were instructions about how to build a round, anti-gravity spacecraft. Is she a blond
“Nordic” Vril-ya from one of Earth's alleged underground cavern civilizations? Is she a
Nordic working with Reptilians? Or a beautiful blond Homo sapiens sapiens?
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Since World War II history about the Vril and Thule Societies,
this photograph has been identified as Maria Orzich, a Vril telepathic

medium who received some transmissions in ancient Sumerian that were
instructions about how to build a round, anti-gravity spacecraft.

Image provided by Bill Tompkins.

Other Apollo Program Goals

The Apollo program was for the United States to go to the moon and build a 10,000-man
Naval research facility on the moon. That was Phase One.

Phase Two was for the U. S. Navy Space Systems to develop Naval stations on all of the
habitable planets in our solar system and/or  their moons.

Phase Three was to go to the twelve closest stars — Alpha Centauri being the first — and
build U. S. Naval space bases on all of  the habitable planets in the twelve closest stars.

Alpha Centauri was found to be a twin star system with very, very high radiation (actually
3 stars, one very faint). So we were not going to build any facilities on Alpha Centauri.

Alpha Centauri A (upper left), Alpha Centauri B (far right) and Proxima Centauri
(red circle around faint red dwarf) are three stars gravitationally bound to each

other and are the closest star system to Earth: 4.37 light-years away.
Image February 27, 2012 by Skatebiker.

THIS WAS IN COLLABORATION WITH BLONDS (collaborating with U. S. Navy)
VERSUS  (unfriendly) REPTILIAN EXTRATERRESTRIALS?
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Yes. So, what happened in Germany for this entire time, at least as I’ve been involved, you
have to ask the question: Do we have many, many Nordic type extraterrestrial people —
some of which are wearing White Hats and some of them are wearing …”

Sudden Puzzling Phone Disconnect

Linda Moulton Howe: The phone was suddenly disconnected by an unexplained outside
force as Bill Tompkins was about to say, “ ... black hats.” I called him back.

Linda: “I HAVE NO IDEA WHAT HAPPENED TO THE PHONE, BUT LET’S
CONTINUE. YOU WERE TALKING ABOUT HOW BLONDS YOU AND THE U. S.
NAVY WERE COLLABORATING WITH MUST BE WHITE HATS — AND THE
BLONDS AND REPTILIANS THAT HITLER AND THE NAZIS WERE WORKING
WITH MUST BE BLACK HATS?  CAN YOU PLEASE PICK UP THERE?

OK, some people had said there might be as many as 100 Nordic-type different
extraterrestrials. I guess if you have that many, you’re bound to have some that are not
good people.

What Hitler was doing — what is the REAL mission of Germans? What was REALLY
going on about the whole extraterrestrial situation?

Germany, unlike the United States — Germany was given extraterrestrial vehicles.
Germany was given 250-foot-diameter UFOs, not just small ones.

BY THE REPTILIANS, RIGHT?

Yes, by the Reptilians. Germany — they were given the controls. They were given the
communications. They were given the method of propulsion: electromagnetic
anti-gravitational. But the point here is that Hitler and the S. S. at the time were given all of
these types of vehicles. They were given everything in them — even food processing in the
vehicles to operate out in the (Milky Way) galaxy for years at a time.

Whereas we here in the United States, we have to start from scratch! We have to later on
(in July 1947 and other times before  and after) try to decipher crashed vehicles at Roswell.

Hall of Mirrors: Reptilians Can Look Like
Nordics and Hybridize or Clone Nordic Bodies
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Illustration of "rapid cycle cloning tubes" experienced by abductees under control
of small grey beings; tall, pale humanoids; and tall praying mantis insect types. From

Glimpses of Other Realities, Vol. II: High Strangeness © 1998 by Linda Moulton Howe.
See Earthfiles Shop.

THE REPTILIANS ARE GIVING HITLER AND GERMANY TECHNOLOGY THAT
CAN TAKE THEM INTO SPACE. AND HITLER HIMSELF SAID THE WORLD
WOULD BE POPULATED BY BLOND, BLUE-EYES AND THE HEBREWS WOULD
BE EXTERMINATED.

AND YET, IN THE UNITED STATES ALL OF YOU ARE STRUGGLING TO
UNDERSTAND WHAT IS HAPPENING IN GERMANY AND THE PEOPLE IN THE
UNITED STATES HELPING YOU TELEPATHICALLY ARE BLOND, BLUE-EYED
SECRETARIES.

WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE REPTILIANS HELPING THE
NAZIS? BLONDS HELPING THE NAZIS? AND BLONDS HELPING THE UNITED
STATES?

You’re asking the $64 dollar question that can only be answered until you can accept that
we are not just dealing with Reptilians or Little Greys or whatever. We’re dealing with
probably thousands of different extraterrestrial species, some of which are just coming
here, taking a look and leaving.

Others are doing their own agendas  — good and bad Nordic civilization people. And
Reptilians can make themselves look like Nordics.

RIGHT.

OK?  They can also make Nordics and vice versa! So, if you will accept that we’ve got
White Hats and Black Hats that we’re dealing with. And the most important thing is that
you are living on a planet, which is nothing but a laboratory that belongs to Them.

“Earth Is A Laboratory Planet
for Extraterrestrial Agendas!”

Planet Earth has been being used for thousands of years by different extraterrestrials. We
are and have been just a laboratory planet for extraterrestrial agendas!
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AND SUPERMARKET FOR GENETIC MATERIAL.

Yeah, right!

WHAT DO YOU REALLY THINK HAPPENED IN WORLD WAR II? HOW WAS
ADOLPH HITLER BEING USED?  THERE WAS EXTERMINATION OF HEBREWS,
BUT WHAT WAS WWII ABOUT IF THE REPTILIANS AND  HITLER LOST TO THE
ALLIES?

They didn’t lose it, OK?  Because we did PAPERCLIP.  And way before World War II,
Germany went to Antarctica and mapped the entire area roughly a little over a third of
Antarctica and claimed it.

[ Editor’s Note:  Wikipedia - Operation Paperclip was the Office of Strategic
Services (OSS) program in which more than 1,500 German scientists,
engineers, and technicians were brought to the United States from Nazi
Germany and other countries for employment in the aftermath of World War II.
The Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency (JIOA)'s recruitment of German
scientists began after the Allied victory in Europe on May 8, 1945, but U.S.
President Harry Truman did not formally order the execution of Operation
Paperclip until August 1945.]

Then Germany started a program to utilize caverns that were in the area that they had been
investigating. So, when the agreement was made for the Reptilians to join military Naval
operations with the S. S., the Reptilians disclosed to the S. S. that the Reptilians had three
extremely large caverns in Antarctica. The agreement was that the Reptilians had two large
caverns that the Germans took over and they started removing the underground facilities
for building UFOs and other types of space naval battle group ships.

The Germans started taking those and putting them in very large transport type submarines.
Half way into World War II, the Germans had already removed substantial percents of the
production and the research facility for all types of these space vehicles and everything that
was necessary to build UFOS, operate them, train personnel to operate them in a massive
program!

ARE YOU DESCRIBING HITLER REMOVING  MOST OF THE UFO TECHNOLOGY
FROM UNDERGROUND AT PEENEMUNDE  [p?-n?-mün-d?] TO ANTARCTICA?

Yes. Research was being moved first and then the productions were being removed and
they took the slave labor to Antarctica so the situation would not stop even if they lost the
war — would not stop Them from their mission to take over the planet, OK?

Now, this is where it gets real sticky! We now have (Project) PAPERCLIP.”

Since the early 1990s, first from people in the human abduction syndrome and then
various whistleblowers, I have heard about cloned and hybridized bodies being used as
camouflage in Earth’s secret wars — not only in World War II.

One long conversation I had in December 1999 was with a retired Defense Intelligence
Agency analyst, who said there is  an Earth’s secret war between three geopolitical
territorial non-human intelligences in conflict. He said there were Nordics, Reptilians and
the Grey EBENS. He said they fight each other with manipulation of time, minds and
3-dimensional holographic projections. That was the first time that I heard from a U. S.
government insider that he knew about the cloning technology that could create any shape
and type of body containers that could then be entered and controlled by enemies — or
allies.  But that you would then need a detection technology to be able to tell which player
was in which body. Even then, you might not know for sure the truth about friendly? Or
unfriendly?

Continued in Part 2: Project PAPERCLIP, Apollo and Reptilians on the Moon?
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Also click on these purple links to other related Earthfiles Real X-Files reports:

• 01/30/2015 U. S. Navy Flight Engineer Saw Silver Discs and Entrance to
Alleged E. T. and Human Collaboration Base in Antarctica.

• 06/27/2014 — CIA's “Anonymous Kewper Stein” Briefed Eisenhower and
Nixon in 1959 About UFOs, Human Abductions and Animal Mutilations

Also see Real X-Files about Richard Byrd Antarctic expeditions and alleged World War II
American OSS, British MI5 and MI6 knowledge that German Nazis marked territory in
Antarctica as “Neu Schabenland” in which to store VRIL disc technology in one or more
large underground alien bases in Antarctica:

See 20-part 2008-2009 Earthfiles beginning:

• 08/27/2008 — Part 1: Army/CIA Unit Studied the Real UFO Blue Book

If anyone has more information about the alien presence underground in Antarctica and
other underground Earth bases, please contact earthfiles@earthfiles.com. All requests for
confidentiality are honored.

More Information:

Selected by Extraterrestrials: My life in the top secret
world of UFOs, think-tanks and Nordic secretaries
© Dec. 2015 by William Mills Tompkins;
Edited by Robert M. Wood, Ph.D. Click to Amazon.

For further reports about the World War II Hitler and Nazi collaborations with an alien
presence, please see reports below in the Earthfiles Archive:

• 09/02/2014 — Part 3: Muroc Field Researchers Allegedly Found Eloah Grey Vast
Underground Facility in 1940
• 06/05/2014 — Viewer Letters About E. T.-Human Hybrids
• 06/27/2014 — CIA's “Anonymous Kewper Stein” Briefed Eisenhower and Nixon in
1959 About UFOs, Human Abductions and Animal Mutilations
• 04/25/2014 — Part 1 “Anonymous” Kewper Stein, Former Army and CIA UFO
Analyst On Tape in 1998
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• 12/04/2008 — Part 12: Army/CIA Unit Studied the Real UFO Blue Book Cases
• 09/12/2008 — Part 4: Army/CIA Unit Studied the Real UFO Blue Book Cases
• 08/27/2008 — Part 1: Army/CIA Unit Studied the Real UFO Blue Book Cases
• 08/12/2008 — Part 2: Rise of Fourth Reich -Where Is the Nazi “Die Glocke?”
• 08/01/2008 — Part 1: Rise of Fourth Reich in America?
• 12/07/2007 — Part 2: Secret American Military Space Program?
• 12/01/2007 — Part 1: Secret American Military Space Program?
• 09/14/2007 — Part 1: Psi Spies - True Story of America's Psychic Warfare Program
• 06/22/2007 — Dragonfly "Drone" Seen October 1995 in Arizona
• 06/18/2004 — German Scientist Werner von Braun Anticipated Terrorists, Asteroids
and ETs on American "Enemy's List"
• 02/12/2004 — Part 13 - UFO Crash/Retrievals, Status Report VII by Len Stringfield

Websites:

Operation PAPERCLIP: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Paperclip

PGC 39058, dwarf galaxy in Draco constellation:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Draco_(constellation)#/media/File:PGC_39058.jpg

Vril-Thule Rundflugzeug (RFZ), "Round Craft" Series of Anti-Gravitational Discs Built
Between 1937-1942, assembled by Rob Arndt: http://discaircraft.greyfalcon.us
/RFZ.htm

Haunebu, 1939-1945: http://discaircraft.greyfalcon.us/HAUNEBU.htm

VRIL Women of WW2:
https://inpursuitofhappiness.wordpress.com/2015/09/01/vril-women-of-ww2/

Edward Bulwer-Lytton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Bulwer-Lytton

Maria Orsic and Vril: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JK8d_tn8GIY

Aldebaran Mystery: http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia
/ciencia_flyingobjects55.htm

Majestic 12 Documents: http://www.majesticdocuments.com

American Presidents: http://www.presidentialufo.com
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